
MUF Diver knife
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4199-MUF-Diver-knife

SKU Designation French Law Blade length (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

TK0018
Dive Knife Spitfire Green

CPM 
  11  22  113  435.00 € incl. tax

TK0017 Dive Knife Havoc Black CPM   11  22  113  435.00 € incl. tax

Small knife for comfortable carry throughout the day, ready for all everyday tasks.
The MUF Diver is designed to dive headfirst into the wettest environments. Featuring an ultra-thin,
lightweight construction with a thickness of just 0.125", this blade ensures ease of maneuvering and reduces
fatigue during extended sessions. Its slim handle provides a comfortable grip, allowing precise control in
harsh conditions Made from CPM S35VN stainless steel, the MUF Diver is designed to withstand the
harshest maritime elements. The blade is finished in black oxide, providing a sleek, tactical aesthetic, while a
protective ClearKote finish enhances its resistance to. corrosion. This innovative combination ensures blade
longevity, even in saltwater environments where rust can be a constant threat.

Total length 8.75'' (22cm)
Blade length: 4.25'' (11cm)
Handle length: 4.5'' (11.43cm)
Handle material G10
CPM S35VN or CPM Cru-Wear steel
Blade thickness: 0.125'' (0.32cm)
Blade hardness 59-61 Rockwell
Weight 4.1oz (113g)

 

The MUF Diver features a state-of-the-art tip, perfect for drilling and detailed cutting tasks. Additionally, the
blade incorporates three strategically placed edge breaks along its length, transforming it into a functional
saw for enhanced cutting versatility. To promote convenience and hands-free utility, an integrated clip is
placed on the spine of the blade. This feature allows for quick attachment to equipment, belts or straps,
allowing seamless access to the MUF Diver whenever it is needed most. To ensure safe storage and easy
access, the MUF Diver features a symmetrical KYDEX® sheath. The sheath is designed with elastic
retention and a pull tab, providing a quick draw while keeping the blade in place. Additionally, the sheath
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features adjustable mounting slots, providing flexibility for various carrying positions.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


